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Abstract
This paper deals with the development of an automatic detection method detecting Blue-
borne vulnerabilities in Android devices. The result is a method that is invoking buffer
overflow on the device. After that, the tool evaluates if it was successful and whether a
device is vulnerable. The detection tool was validated with multiple devices, with various
versions of the system. The testing of the detection method confirmed the functionality.

Abstrakt
Táto práca sa zaoberá tvorbou automatickej metódy na detekciu Blueborne zraniteľností
v Android zariadeniach. V riešení bola použitá metóda, ktorej základné fungovanie je z
vyvolania pretečenia pamäti na zariadení. Následne výsledný nástroj vyhodnotí či sa to
podarilo a, či zariadenie je zraniteľné. Nástroj bol testovaný na viacerých zariadeniach,
ktoré majú rôzne verzie systému. Testovanie tejto metódy detekcie potvrdilo funkčnosť
nástroja.
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Rozšírený abstrakt
Táto práca sa zaoberá bezpečnosťou Android zariadení. Jednou z najvyužívateľnejšou ko-
munikačnou technológiou v mobilných telefónoch je Bluetooth. Využíva sa každodenne
na komunikáciu mobilného telefónu so zariadeniami ako inteligentné hodinky alebo iné in-
teligentné zariadenia v domácnosti.

Bluetooth je komplikovaná technológia, ktorá sa určitú dobu vyhýbala podrobnému
skúmaniu. Avšak v roku 2017 sa na hĺbkovú analýzu odhodlali výskumníci z firmy Armis.
Neskúmali, ako funguje technológia Bluetooth. Na miesto toho skúmali to, ako je Bluetooth
implementovaný na viacerých operačných systémoch. Výsledkom tejto analýzy je technický
dokument popisujúci niekoľko závažných zraniteľností. Tieto zraniteľnosti sa týkajú Linuxu,
Windowsu, Androidu a taktiež aj systému iOS. Na šťastie bežných používateľov bolo spolu
s uverejnením zraniteľností, uverejnené aktualizácie pre postihnuté zariadenia. Problém
nastáva, keď výrobca neuverejnil aktualizáciu pre niektoré zariadenie alebo užívateľ odmieta
aktualizáciu. Pre tento prípad sa táto práca zaoberá Blueborne zraniteľnosťami.

Cieľom tejto práce je vyvinúť automatickú metódu detekcie Blueborne zraniteľností.
Ako zraniteľnosť bola vybraná zraniteľnosť na Android zariadeniach, umožňujúca vzdialené
spustenie kódu, označená ako CVE-2017-0781. Táto zraniteľnosť sa nachádza v Bluetooth
vrstve BNEP, ktorá sa stará o kapsuláciu paketov na Ethernetové využitie. Bolo zistené, že
keď sa pošle konkrétny paket, je možné spôsobiť pretečenie pamäte na Android zariadení.
Vďaka tomu je možné vložiť do pamäti ľubovoľné dáta a rôznymi praktikami prinútiť zari-
adenie vykonať tieto vložené dáta.

Metóda na detekciu zraniteľnosti sa snaží rozlíšiť zariadenia od zraniteľných a odolných.
Toto funguje na čiastočnom vykonaní útoku. V rámci detekčnej metódy sa posiela paket
spôsobujúci pretečenie niekoľko krát za sebou. Toto spôsobí, že proces zodpovedný za Blue-
tooth na Android zariadení padne. Detekovanie tejto situácie môže ukázať či zariadenie
je zraniteľné. Táto metóda je implementovaná pre Linux zariadenia pomocou programova-
cieho jazyka C.

Testovanie tejto metódy najprv preukázalo jej nefunkčnosť, na základe čoho sa museli
spraviť zmeny pri detekcie. Avšak upravená metóda fungovala správne. Testy boli vyko-
nané na viacerých Android zariadeniach. Výsledkom testovania bolo úspešné potvrdenie
správneho fungovania detekčnej metódy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The current word is full of small computers all around us. Almost everybody has a smart-
phone. With the significant popularity of smartphones comes a big demand for communi-
cation technologies equipped in these devices. Bluetooth is among these technologies. It
is nearly everywhere around us. Every smartphone has Bluetooth and people are using it
daily. This brings a big threat to each one using it. The sensitive information in smart-
phones makes it even more attractive for hackers. In addition, Bluetooth is a complex
technology with a specification not analyzed in detail by experts. One analysis of Blue-
tooth protocol was done in 2017 and found severe vulnerabilities. Those vulnerabilities
were named Blueborne.

The thesis’s goal is to create an automated method that would detect if some device
is vulnerable to some of the Blueborne vulnerability. This tool should be easy to use and
therefore be accessible to everybody interested in the protection of smartphones.

The thesis is divided into chapters accordingly. The first step is to introduce Bluetooth
protocol in detail. In Chapter 2, the different Bluetooth technologies and the protocol
stack are described. When the Bluetooth protocol is familiar, the Blueborne vulnerabilities
could be described in Chapter 3. With knowledge of Blueborne, the current solutions and
design of the detection method are explained in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 is described
the implementation of the whole detection tool. Later in Chapter 6 is done testing and
validation of the detection method.
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Chapter 2

Overview of Bluetooth

Bluetooth is a wireless technology developed for short-range communication. This data
transfer protocol used to be standardized as IEEE 802.15.1 by IEEE, but it is not maintained
any more (by IEEE). Instead, it is now managed by the standards organization Bluetooth
Special Interest Group (SIG) and every manufacturer needs to met the SIG standard to
manufacture their devices with the Bluetooth. With version 4.0 was introduced Bluetooth
Low Energy as a subset of Bluetooth protocol.

Bluetooth Classic and Bluetooth Low Energy are not able to communicate with each
other, but both can be implemented on one device. The device with both Bluetooth tech-
nologies has dual-stack, which is a combination of both technologies’ stack. The Controller
layer has to have separate layers for each technology because of different radio specification
and encoding, the Host layer has shared and technology-specific layers.

As Bluetooth Low Energy was designed for very low power consumption, it has a slower
data rate against Bluetooth Classic. Bluetooth Classic can achieve from 1Mb/s to 3Mb/s
against Bluetooth Low Energy data rate from 125Kb/s to 2Mb/s [13]. The main reason
behind low power consumption is operating in sleep mode, Bluetooth Low Energy is most
of the time in sleep mode and transmits data periodically.

Bluetooth Classic and Low Energy operate on the same 2,4GHz band. The difference is
in channel organization. Bluetooth Classic has 79 channels with 1MHz bandwidth, where
Bluetooth Low Energy has 40 channels with 2MHz bandwidth with 3 channels defined as
advertising channels. Moreover, both technologies have slightly different pairing processes,
authentication and encryption. The frequency hopping is also in both technologies.

The next section describes the protocol stack of Bluetooth Low Energy, designed to
suit devices that are designed with low power consumption principles. Although Blueborne
is not associated with Bluetooth Low Energy only, it was chosen because of its rising
popularity and a significant similarity in protocol layers with Bluetooth Classic.

2.1 Specification of Bluetooth Low Energy
Bluetooth Low Energy was introduced in 2010 with Core Specification version 4.0[17].
Version 4.0 separated Bluetooth into Bluetooth Classic and Bluetooth Low Energy. Name
Low Energy was assigned later, to indicate its small power usage. Formerly it was marketed
as Bluetooth Smart. From this point, both protocols have separated development and are
not compatible with each other.
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Like Bluetooth Classic, Bluetooth Low Energy operates in the unlicensed 2.4GHz ISM
band reserved for industrial, scientific and medical purposes. This band is divided into 40
physical channels with a 2MHz spacing between each channel. Three channels are used
as advertising channels, where devices in discoverable mode are broadcasting advertising
packets. The rest of channels are data channels used to transfer data[13]. The Frequency
Hopping Spread Spectrum is used to minimize interference and fading, devices are transfer-
ring each packet on a different channel. Communication between devices uses master/slave
model, where one device is the initiator of connection, master, and the other device is a
slave.

Bluetooth Low Energy protocol stack 2.1 has three main architecture blocks, Applica-
tion, Host, and Controller. The application is at the top of protocol stack and is communi-
cating with layers in the protocol stack. The Host layer is installed on top of an operating
system, except for integrated devices, where the Host layer is bundled together with the
Controller layer on one microprocessor. The Controller layer is implemented within the
device’s hardware solution. The interface between Host and Controller provides a Host
Controller Interface (HCI). The HCI provides uniform access to hardware components of
Bluetooth Low Energy.

Figure 2.1: Bluetooth Low Energy Protocol Stack[7]

2.1.1 Controller layer of Bluetooth Low Energy stack

According to the Bluetooth Core Specification[13], a Controller layer refers to all layers
under the HCI. The Controller layer manages the conversion of logical data to a data
packets, ready to be transmitted by radio. It takes care of receiver and transmitter, eg.
synchronization both of them to be at the same channel. Moreover, encryption of data and
key generation is done in the Controller layer without requiring the Host layer.

Physical Layer

The physical layer, also called PHY[13], is responsible for transmitting and receiving packets
on the physical channel. This layer transforms the data stream to and from baseband to
required formats. The radio operates on 40 channels from 2400MHz to 2485MHz, where
channels with indexes 37, 38 and 39 are advertising physical channels. They are spread
across the spectrum to minimize interference with other networks, channel 37 is the first
channel in the band, channel 39 is the last in the band, but a channel with index 38 is not
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right in the middle of the spectrum, it is placed between WiFi channels numbered 1 and
6[2], ones of the most used channels.

Figure 2.2: Bluetooth Low Energy physical channels with interference of WiFi channels[2]

From Bluetooth version 5, Bluetooth Low Energy has 3 Physical Layer variants, LE
1M, LE 2M and LE Coded. Each of them has a different advantage against others. Each
variant uses Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK) for transmitting data through the
air. The LE 1M is the same, which is used below the Bluetooth 5 version. It has a symbol
rate of 1 Mega symbol per second, equal to 1Mbs in a data stream. The LE Coded offers
almost four times wider range compared to Bluetooth 4.0. It is achieved by enhanced bit
error detection and correction, which has the disadvantage of lowering the data rate. The
LE 2M supports a symbol rate of 2 Mega symbols per second, where 1 symbol represents 1
bite. The LE 2M supports data speed up to 2Mbs but reduces the range. The significant
advantage of the LE 2M is reduced power consumption because a higher data rate reduces
transmission time. All of these data rates are only theoretical.

Link Layer

The Link Layer manages connections and sending or receiving packets. It operates as state
machine with different states for each operation 2.3. When a device wants to connect with
another device, it enters the scanning state for active scanning or passive scanning. In
this state, the device is listening to advertising channels for advertising packets from other
devices. Those devices streaming advertising packets are in the advertising state. They are
sending packets to advertising channels one by one in any order and listening to responses
from devices scanning advertising channels. When a master device, scanning advertising
channels, has enough information from the slave device, sending advertising packets, it
begins initiating a connection. The connection state is the final state in this process. In a
connection state, both devices are exchanging data periodically on Connection Events[13].
In initiation state, master device reply to advertising packet with connection request packet,
where it defines details about connection as the interval between each connection event or
value for frequency hopping. When a connection request packet is received, both devices
change state to connection.

In connection state, master and slave are exchanging data packets regularly at an agreed
interval. If they have no data to exchange, these packets are empty. When one device stops
sending packets, the connection is closed.
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Figure 2.3: State diagram of Link Layer[13]

The device address is used for identification of a device. The device address can be
public or random. The public address is defined by IEEE1 as 48-bit MAC address, divided
into two parts. The first 24-bit long part identifies the manufacturer and the second 24-
bit long part identifies the device within a manufacturer. The random device address is
used to limit device. Every packet has its sender device address and to make devices less
trackable, this address can be changed periodically. The manufacturer has the option to
implement static random address or private random address[7]. The static 48-bit address
can be randomly generated on each power cycle. To make the device even more private,
its address can be changed more frequently. This is the case of a private address. The
private address might be resolvable or non-resolvable. The resolvable private address can
be resolved with a pre-shared key. The non-resolvable private address can be used only
when other devices know this address. Otherwise, it is unusable.

2.1.2 Host layer of Bluetooth Low Energy stack

This layer of a protocol stack is defined as all of the layers above the HCI and bellow the
non-core profiles of the Bluetooth Low Energy stack. These layers implement core functions
from a lower layer and essential features, such as segmentation and reassembly of packets,
multiplexing or quality of service. Usually, they are referred to as protocols, sometimes
layers.

Layers that are not affected by Blueborne vulnerabilities are not inspected in this sec-
tion.

1IEEE 802-2014 - IEEE Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks
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Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol and Bluetooth Network Encap-
sulation Protocol

The Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol, or L2CAP, is the lowest layer in the
host side of Bluetooth Low Energy stack. The L2CAP is responsible for multiple services.
It provides connection-oriented or connectionless services. This layer includes multiplexing,
fragmentation and reassembly, flow control per channel and error control. The L2CAP
provides logical channels to higher protocols, ensuring that more protocols can use the
same physical lower layer[13].

The L2CAP is packet-based but cooperates on channels. a channel identifier (CID)
is used to manage all these channels. a channel is connecting the remote address to the
endpoint on the device. Some channels have fixed CID and have the same functionality on
all devices. Fixed channels are used for connectionless data sending, multicast, or establish-
ment of connected-oriented channels. The CID is managed dynamically and independently
from other connected devices. The recognition between identical CID on different connected
devices is done with matching a CID with a logical link, which is different on every device.
The primary communication between devices is through dynamic channels.

Fragmentation and reassembly enable the transport of packets larger than the maximum
baseband packet. This implementation splits packet coming from higher protocols to smaller
chunks, that can be passed to lower physical layer. If a packet is coming from physical layers,
it is reassembled with other packets into one bigger and passed to higher protocols in the
stack.

In the connection process, both devices are exchanging configuration packets. Some of
them are intended for L2CAP. Each configuration request has value for only one option.
Among these options are the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU), which is the maximum
size of payload data that higher protocols are capable of accepting, Quality of Service
(QoS) option, which specifics communication flow as average data rate or latency. The
configuration is done in two steps. The first step consists of a device sending a configuration
request with a specific option. After receiving a configuration request by a second device,
this device responds with a reply. This reply message includes an agreement with values or
disagreement along with default values.

Bluetooth supports Internet tethering between devices. This feature is provided by
the Bluetooth Network Encapsulation Protocol (BNEP). Packets from various networking
protocols are encapsulated to packet format suitable for Bluetooth. These encapsulated
packets are hand out to L2CAP through connection-oriented logical channels. The BNEP
enables the exchange of IP packets in the WPAN 2 and is bound to L2CAP.

Generic Access Profile

The Generic Access Profile (GAP) provides the definition and management of interaction
with other devices. This includes discoverable devices, broadcasting and establishing con-
nections. The GAP defines these fundamental operations to ensure compatibility between
all devices supporting Bluetooth Low Energy. The GAP roles introduce behavior of a device
over a physical transport. Those roles are:

∙ Broadcaster

∙ Observer
2Wireless Personal Area Network, for more see IEEE 802.15.1
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∙ Peripheral

∙ Central

Those roles form pairs, where devices only with roles in pair can communicate. The
pair of broadcaster and observer is communicating through the advertising process. The
broadcaster periodically sends advertising packets and the observer is receiving or scanning
for the advertising packets. Devices in peripheral and central roles are also referred to
as slave and master devices. Where a device in the peripheral role is a slave and can
connections only accept, not establish. Its pair device in the central role is master and
initiates connections with more devices[7].

In addition to device roles, the GAP implements modes. The GAP mode is state, which
defines its state against pair device. Those modes are divided into discovery modes and
connection modes[7].

The GAP also manages the security of Bluetooth Low Energy by choosing a security
connection mode or by handling the type of encryption. This security aspect is not essential
for Blueborne vulnerabilities, so it is not analyzed in detail.

Security Manager Protocol

The Security Manager Protocol (SMP) defines the pairing process and key distribution
between devices. The pairing process is held in 3 phases. During the first phase, devices
exchange details about their input and output capabilities. Based on their capabilities is
determined what pairing method is used in the second phase. Throughout the second phase
is performed one of the pairing methods[10]:

∙ Just Works

∙ Numeric Comparison

∙ Passkey Entry

∙ Out Of Band

Those methods specify how are devices authenticated between each other. From hard-
coded3 authentication in Just Works up to authentication through the different band,
for example, Near Field Communication (NFC). The authentication is implemented with
a public-private key pair exchanged between devices with the Diffie-Hellman Key exchange
method. The security of the whole connection depends on the chosen pairing method. All
methods prevent passive attacks like eavesdropping and some of them active attacks. Dur-
ing the optional third phase, devices exchange additional keys, for example, Long Term Key
provided to store and calculate new encryption key when the next connection occurs[13].

Attribute Protocol and Generic Attribute Protocol

The Attribute Protocol (ATT) serves as a server for exposing local services to remote
devices. Those local services are stored as a set of attributes. The ATT communication
works as communication between client and server. The ATT client at a remote device
can discover, read and write attributes at the ATT server. The attribute has a Universally
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Figure 2.4: Format of ATT attribute[13]

Unique Identifier (UUID) for the identification of individual services. The ATT does not
process UUID, the ATT server only stores the UUID with additional values[13].

The Generic Attribute Protocol (GATT) defines how are data from the ATT protocol
processed. The GATT assemble attributes from the ATT to meaningful groups. Each
group represents one service on the device and includes details about service. These details
vary from a name of the service up to a specific function of a service. The attribute format
is shown in Figure 2.4. The Attribute Handle is used as an address of the attribute. By
the Attribute Type, the GATT can determine the kind of data in attribute, for example,
type of service (value 0x2800) or characteristic of service (value 0x2803)[7].

2.2 Bluetooth Low Energy Flaws
The Bluetooth Low Energy communication goes through the air. The operating range
is from 2 to 5 meters, but devices can be made to transmit up to 30 meters[16]. This
distance is enough to sniff4 communication, which opens many options for an attacker to
access communication. This section describes the weaknesses of the Bluetooth Low Energy
protocol. In particular, the flaws of the implementation and attack opportunities.

2.2.1 Passive eavesdropping Bluetooth Low Energy communication

The passive eavesdropping, or also called sniffing, is a process of listening to communication
around. Sniffing Bluetooth Low Energy is not as easy as sniffing other wireless technology,
e.g., WiFi5. The Bluetooth Low Energy hardware fitted to regular devices is not capable of
listening to communication that is not intended for it. The reason behind the impossibility
of listening to this communication is frequency hopping when a device is frequently changing
channels on which is transmitting. To listen to Bluetooth Low Energy is needed a specialised
hardware like Ubertooth6 or nRF51 DK7 from Nordic Semiconductor. These single boards
are capable of receiving and transmitting Bluetooth Low Energy, which is suitable for
listening to surrounding communication.

The passive eavesdropping can be successful when communication is not encrypted,
what is sometimes used for better battery life, or attacker get all packets from the LE
Legacy pairing process. This type of pairing process is replaced by more secure LE Secure
Connections pairing process, which is not vulnerable to the passive eavesdropping. However,

3Temporary Key, used to calculate key used to encrypt packets, is set to zeros
4The method of monitoring and capturing network traffic by a third person (attacker)
5Wireless network technology, for more see IEEE 802.11 standard
6Open source development platform suitable for Bluetooth, for more see

https://github.com/greatscottgadgets/ubertooth/wiki
7Bluetooth Low Energy development kit, for more see https://www.nordicsemi.com/Software-and-

tools/Development-Kits/nRF51-DK
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LE Legacy pairing process is still used often and making communication vulnerable. Yet,
all the attacker has to do is grab all pairing and bonding packets, extract LTK and decrypt
whole following communication.

2.2.2 Exploitation of pairing process

A pairing process is one of more weak spots of Bluetooth Low Energy. Through a pairing
process devices are exchanging keys, that are later used to encrypt packets. If this keys
are leaked, whole communication is exposed, it can be read by anyone who has this keys,
additionally attack of type MITM8 can be performed.

Older pairing method LE Legacy pairing is vulnerable to passive eavesdropping. When
an attacker is listening to communication and get all packets from the pairing process, the
whole communication is exposed because an attacker has encryption keys generated and
exchanged in the pairing process. During the pairing process are some packets transferred
unencrypted which can help an attacker to brute-force Temporary Key (TK) and calculate
Long Term Key (LTK) used for packet encryption[17].

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the MITM attack[15]

To prevent MITM attacks, LE Secure Connections pairing process was introduced.
The LE Secure Connections uses different key exchanged method, preventing from passive
eavesdropping. Only vulnerable method to LTK guessing is the least secure method Just
Works, which is used only when at least one device has no input and no output. The TK
is set to zeroes and from that calculated LTK, used to encrypt whole communication. This
method is not preventing a MITM attack[9].

All other methods, as Numeric Comparison or Passkey Entry, are adding additional
authentication and protection from a MITM attacks. User is prompted to enter specific
code generated by one device to other device or confirm matching code on both devices.

8Attack of type Man In The Middle (MITM), where attacker listen to communication between devices
receiving this communication. An attacker can analyze, alter or inject data into communication.
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Chapter 3

Blueborne vulnerabilities in
Bluetooth implementation

This chapter describes some of the Blueborne vulnerabilities found in individual Bluetooth
stack layers explained in Chapter 2. Researchers at Armis Lab analyzed the implementation
of Bluetooth layers in various operating systems and found numerous vulnerabilities. All
these vulnerabilities published to the public in 2017 under one name, Blueborne. Affected
layers of Bluetooth are L2CAP, SDP, SMP and BNEP[12]. Combining vulnerabilities from
Blueborne in one attack allows an attacker to gain full access to any device with Blue-
tooth turned on. One of the reasons for finding a higher number of vulnerabilities can be
a complicated Bluetooth protocol specification.

Among affected operating systems are Linux, Android, iOS and Windows, though they
have already released patches for those vulnerabilities. Nowadays is at risk only devices
with outdated versions of the operating system. Affected operating systems are used in
smartphones, desktops and Internet of Things (IoT) devices. In a time of founding these
vulnerabilities, there was a supposition that 8.2 billion devices are affected by Blueborne[3],
among them are smartphones with Android or iOS, notebooks with Linux or Windows and
IoT devices using operating systems based on Linux, e.g., Tizen OS. The high spectrum of
the vulnerable devices allows an attacker to get into an air-gapped network, used at places
where security is taken very seriously.

3.1 Linux
Linux uses BlueZ for implementing Bluetooth stack. In this operating system were found 2
vulnerabilities. The first one is in the L2CAP layer and gains full control over a device to an
attacker. The second one is in the SDP layer and causes information leaks from userspace.
The problem allowing information leak is in the implementation of fragmentation, which
can be misunderstood even from Bluetooth Specification[13] because of its complexity.

Linux Kernel Remote Code Execution Vulnerability - CVE-2017-1000251

This vulnerability is inside the Linux kernel code, which uses BlueZ for implementing Blue-
tooth stack. Affected Linux kernel versions are 2.6.32 up to 4.13.1[14]. The vulnerability
lies in the L2CAP layer’s function l2cap_parse_conf_rsp, which is responsible for parsing
pending configuration response messages. The function gets buffer with configuration re-
sponse in buffer with its length through function argument. This buffer contains elements,
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which are extracted one by one and then copied into another response buffer. Copying
goes until there is no data in the first buffer. The problem is with the size of the second
buffer, which is not checked through copying. The size of the second buffer is set before
this vulnerable function is called, with a specific Bluetooth state the size is 64 bytes. An
attacker can send a configuration response message without any limitation on size, which
means the second buffer can be overflowed with an unlimited size of data[12].

In a time of founding this vulnerability, there were just a few devices using protection
against stack overflow, which makes it only easier for attackers. This code lies in the kernel
code itself, which grants the attacker access to the whole device after executing this attack
successfully and performing remote code execution (RCE).

Linux Bluetooth Stack Information Leak Vulnerability - CVE-2017-
1000250

Linux’s second Blueborne vulnerability is from the SDP layer, which takes care of the
device’s services discoverability, specifically in the implementation of message fragmenta-
tion. Each fragment of a message contains a structure of data about fragmentation. This
structure contains the size of bytes supposed to be sent. Linux implementation of SDP frag-
mentation limits the number of sent bytes with this size from the structure. An attacker
controls the continuation state by sending the continuation structure in the message. The
problem occurs when an attacker changes the size of bytes to be sent. Thus SDP server
sends data saved in memory behind a buffer. The process behind SDP is running in the
userspace, so the attacker can receive sensitive user data, e.g., encryption keys, which can
be used for another attack[12].

This vulnerability can be found in all BlueZ versions up to 5.46[14].

3.2 Android
Researchers from Armis found 4 vulnerabilities in the Android operating system, 3 of them
are described in this section. The absent one is a logical flaw in the SMP layer that allows
an attacker to perform attacks similar to the WiFi pineapple attack over Bluetooth. Among
described vulnerabilities is one information leak very similar to one found in Linux and even
2 RCE vulnerabilities found in one Bluetooth layer.

Android used to use BlueZ for implementing Bluetooth stack. However, it was replaced
by Bluedroid by Broadcom in 2012 and was renamed to Fluoride later. Fluoride is open
source software, maintained by Google. The difference between BlueZ and Fluoride is in
their architecture. Fluoride places L2CAP in userspace and all of the layers affected by
Blueborne are managed by one process, com.android.bluetooth[1].

All of the vulnerabilities found in Android are working in versions from Android 4.4.4
up to 8. The patch was released in Security Update from September 2017, making all
Android devices with this update resistant to all Blueborne vulnerabilities.

Android Information Leak Vulnerability - CVE-2017-0785

The information leak was found not only in BlueZ used in Linux but in Android implemen-
tation also. However, it is not the same implementation mistake as in BlueZ. The SDP layer
in Android has a slightly different continuation state structure, with the only continuation
offset in the structure. This continuation offset is used in a comparison of received offset
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and copy of a last used offset, which validates a correct continuation state. On the other
hand, there is no validation of a received request. An attacker can send a request to the
SDP layer, which would have a larger response than MTU, therefore fragmentation occurs.
After receiving the first part of a response, an attacker sends SDP request to different ser-
vice with the received continuation state. Requested service will have a smaller size of the
response. This leads to a buffer underflow when the code loops through for-loop, assuming
that a bigger response is needed and copies data saved in memory before a buffer[12].

An attacker is able to obtain addresses of functions needed in gaining full access to
device with help of other vulnerabilities included here.

Android Remote Code Execution Vulnerability - CVE-2017-0781

Another vulnerability in Android implementation of Bluetooth was found in BNEP layer.
This vulnerability is explained in detail, since my detection tool, the outcome of the thesis,
detects this vulnerability on Android devices. The severity of vulnerability is much higher
than last mentioned Android vulnerability, because of ability to execute code remotely
therefore gaining full access to device.

1 switch (type)
2 {
3 ...
4 case BNEP_FRAME_CONTROL:
5 ctrl_type = *p;
6 p = bnep_process_control_packet (p_bcb, p, &rem_len, FALSE);
7 if (ctrl_type == BNEP_SETUP_CONNECTION_REQUEST_MSG &&
8 p_bcb->con_state != BNEP_STATE_CONNECTED &&
9 extension_present && p && rem_len)

10 {
11 p_bcb->p_pending_data = (BT_HDR *)osi_malloc(rem_len);
12 memcpy((UINT8 *)(p_bcb->p_pending_data + 1), p, rem_len);
13 p_bcb->p_pending_data->len = rem_len;
14 p_bcb->p_pending_data->offset = 0;
15 }
16 ...

Listing 3.1: Extract of bnep_data_ind from Android’s BNEP implementation[6]

The vulnerability is caused by improper handling incoming BNEP control messages in
bnep_data_ind function. This part of the function is executed after receiving the BNEP
control message. The control message is used to exchange control information between
devices. It has more control types that have to be handled differently, which is the task of
switch case shown in code listing 3.1, which shows only the necessary part of the code for this
vulnerability. One message between devices is able to hold multiple control messages. How-
ever, not all of the control messages are parsed immediately after receiving it. Some of them
have to wait until some specific connection state is achieved[12]. Therefore some control
messages have to be saved for later use and this is the case of BNEP_FRAME_CONTROL
shown in code listing 3.1.

Implementation of handling BNEP_FRAME_CONTROL type has mistake in the
memcpy call on line 12. This call copy data from the p, which points to the received packet,
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to buffer p_pending_data, allocated right before the call with the size of rem_len. The
problem is with destination of copying p_pending_data + 1, which points right behind the
buffer p_pending_data, so every call overflow the buffer by whole rem_len. An attacker
through control message can control data written to memory, p, and size of data written
to memory, rem_len, what is the size of unparsed attacker’s control message. Practically,
rem_len represents the size of the attacker’s payload without limitation on size[12].

To execute this specific part of the code, thus overflowing the buffer, a particular packet
has to be sent. The packet contains a header and a payload shown in Figure 3.1. The first
7 bites are BNEP Type, after that 1 bit as extension flag, 8 bites as BNEP Control Type,
another 8 bites representing a UUID length and the rest is a payload[4].

Figure 3.1: Format of BNEP Control Message Header[4]

The BNEP type has a value of 0x01, which represents BNEP_FRAME_CONTROL
type and the extension bit is set to 1. The Control Type is set to BNEP_SETUP_CON-
NECTION_REQUEST_MSG with a value of 0x01 and the length of UUID is set to 0, to
ensure proper overflow[12]. The resulting packet looks like one shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Filled values from BNEP Control Message Header[12]

The impact of the vulnerability is severe. Successful exploitation leads to RCE under
the Bluetooth process. The Bluetooth process on Android has many privileges that can be
useful for an attacker. Among these privileges is access to the file system, full control of
the network, including Bluetooth and simulating keyboard or mouse. All of these privileges
allow an attacker to access everything saved in a device, establish connections with MITM,
gaining full control of a device with simulating keyboard and mouse or make this attack
even wormable.

Android Remote Code Execution Vulnerability - CVE-2017-0782

The second RCE vulnerability found in Android is in the same layer as the first one and
again in handling BNEP control messages. The affected function process all BNEP control
messages and extension headers. When an invalid extension message is received, it can be
ignored[4]. This is implemented in the function where the vulnerability was found.

The problem lies in the method used for skipping an invalid extension. It is skipped
by its length, given in extension header controlled by an attacker. The extension length is
subtracted from the size of an unparsed message obtained from the control message header
controlled by an attacker also. With a specific combination of these lengths, the underflow
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of the variable representing the size of an unparsed message occurs. Later in the code, this
underflowed variable is used in memcpy call with the received packet. With a combination
of grooming of the heap, an attacker can achieve RCE[12].

3.3 Pairing process and Just Works method
Just Works is a method used in Bluetooth pairing process. Bluetooth Core specification [13]
defines Just Works as an association model, that uses Numeric Comparison protocol, that
may offer confirmation of connection to the user. This can be implemented differently at
every manufacturer. With this specification, any pairing process can be successful without
the user’s confirmation.

In Android’s Bluetooth implementations was found one state in the pairing process,
when a connection is automatically confirmed, without the user’s interaction. This can
occur when Just Works is chosen and bonding type is set to temporary. Windows has it
similar. An attacker set his input/output capabilities and bonding to none, refuses to use
MITM Protection and Windows machine automatically confirms Bluetooth connection[12].

After gaining a connection, an attacker has more possibilities to exploit the device.
However, a short-term connection does not have full privileges as a long-term connection,
but it is still a severe vulnerability.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of the State of the Art
and Design of the Detection Tool

This chapter is focused on the analysis of the current solutions to the detection of Blueborne
vulnerabilities. Firstly, every solution is described and then, solutions are compared and
evaluated.

Second section of this chapter is proposing design of the detection tool. The detection
tool main purpose is to recognize device with Blueborne vulnerability from invulnerable
device and inform user about result.

4.1 Current solutions to Blueborne detection
The Blueborne vulnerabilities were found in 2017, which is plenty of time to analyze and
make detection tools by researchers. There are more Blueborne detection tools entirely for
CVE-2017-0781 vulnerability and tool for executing this vulnerability by Armis. In this
section, all of these tools are analyzed.

Researchers at Armis after publishing white paper about Blueborne [12] disclosed proof
of concept exploit code1. The published code shows the possibility of combining information
leak vulnerability and RCE vulnerability to gain control of device running Linux or Android
operating system. However, this code has to be tailored for a specific device because it uses
memory addresses that are different on every device. With this in mind, exploit code was
developed for these Linux devices: Amazon Echo, Samsung Gear S3 and Android device
Google Pixel.

The exploit for Android devices is using SDP information leak vulnerability to bypass
Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR). The ASLR is a technique preventing ex-
ploitation of vulnerabilities involving memory corruption. Furthermore, RCE vulnerability
is used to gain access to a device. To exploit other Android versions or other devices, the
exploit has to be customized for every instance. Moreover, it is a fully functioning exploit
code available to everyone and is not intended to detect the vulnerability, but to exploit
and prove the vulnerability. Thus it is not suitable for testing any device for vulnerability.

There are not a lot of detection tools available. Armis released Blueborne Vulnerability
Scanner but is not anymore available. This scanner was scanning other devices in prox-
imity with Bluetooth turned on and gathering information about devices. The devices are
scored by the possibility of vulnerability. The score is based only on manufacturer name or

1Blueborne exploit code by Armis https://github.com/ArmisSecurity/blueborne
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operating system[8]. Thus, this scoring is not suitable, especially in time, when there are
many devices patched against Blueborne vulnerabilities.

Another detection tool from the independent researcher is available on GitHub2. There
is no proof that all code in this repository is created by the person publishing it. It can
be a case of gathering all available tools and testing it. However, it has a tool that is the
closest to a fully functional detection tool. After a rough analysis of the source code, the
tool uses a technique similar to one published by Armis in white paper aimed at Android
vulnerabilities [11].

On the other hand, testing this tool, for vulnerability CVE-2017-0781, with an Android
device, showed its inability to recognize an unpatched device from a patched device. The
vulnerable Android device was Samsung Galaxy A3 with Android version 6.0.1 and Security
Patch from August 2017. The tool was run with the device’s MAC address as a command-
line argument. The tool was running approximately 9 minutes and recognized the device
as ”maybe not vulnerable“. Also, the log from the device provided more information about
the process.

E bt_btm : Security Manager: MX service not found PSM:15 Proto:5 SCN:16705

The excerpt from the device’s log is shown above. This specific line is the cause of the
received packet from the tool. It represents an error in the bt_btm process, specified as the
port 15, expected to be port for BNEP, was not found in this connection mode.

To summarize the analysis of existing tools, there was not found any detection tool that
would be able to tell if a device is vulnerable to some vulnerability from the Blueborne
vector. The exploit code by Armis researchers is not suitable for detection purpose because
of its lack of versatility.

4.2 Objectives and Requirements of the Detection Tool
Based on the analysis made in Section 4.1 and knowledge in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 was
proposed detection tool described in this section. The detection tool should be accessible
and straightforward for people with no in-depth knowledge of Bluetooth or Blueborne. This
suggests that the tool should be able to test any Android device regardless of its Android
version. Though it is a detection tool, it should not do any harm to a device.

With all proposals mention in the previous paragraph, the method of detection was
designed. I decide to detect Android RCE vulnerability CVE-2017-0781, all mentions of
Android RCE vulnerability in the following text refer to this specific vulnerability unless
otherwise stated. The vulnerability is well documented, which makes it a good entry to
Blueborne vulnerabilities. The detection method is described later in Section 4.3. The tool
will be implemented for the Linux operating system. Compatibility with other operating
systems will not be warranted. The tool should be able to tell a user if a tested device
is vulnerable to this vulnerability or is not. A device have to be already paired with the
tool hosting machine. This decision was made to limit misuse of the tool as connecting to
a device without awareness of its owner.

2Collection of the Blueborne tools https://github.com/mailinneberg/BlueBorne
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4.3 The Method of Detecting Vulnerability
In order to prove the vulnerability of a device, the method of partially executing the exploit
was chosen. If a device is vulnerable, the overflow of the buffer occurs. The buffer overflow
occurs when a device receives a specific packet, then heap corruption should occur after
receiving a lot of these packets. The heap corruption would be caused by overwriting data
behind the overflowed buffer. When the heap corruption happens, the process responsible
for Bluetooth on a device should crash. The crash of the process should interrupt the
connection between the detection tool and a device. This interruption should be easy to
catch and conclude whether a device is vulnerable to Android RCE vulnerability. Otherwise,
if the connection is uninterrupted after sending these packets, a device can be stated as
invulnerable. This assertion should be tested throughout the implementation.

The packet format is mentioned in Section 3.2 about Blueborne vulnerabilities. This
packet has to be sent in a loop, according to Android Blueborne white paper [11], the
number of iterations should be around 1000. Despite this, the number should be tested and
adjusted accordingly.

The detection tool has to communicate with a device through Bluetooth. For that
reason, it will use POSIX sockets. Those are available to every Linux machine and are
capable of using Bluetooth protocol as a communication domain. The vulnerability is
inside the BNEP layer, so the L2CAP transport protocol has to be used. The L2CAP
protocol provides connection-oriented, reliable communication that uses datagrams of fixed
maximum length. The maximum length of a datagram can be changed through MTU.
Apart from that, the socket port for a remote device has to be set to 15, which is used for
the BNEP layer.
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Chapter 5

Implementation of Detection Tool

In this chapter, the implementation of the detection tool is described. The implementation
was done according to the proposes in Chapter 4. The description of implementation is
divided into communication in Section 5.1, packet construction in Section 5.2 and detection
in Section 5.3.

5.1 Technologies Used in Implementation
The used technologies in implementation are specified in this section. The selection of
suitable programming language and sockets used for communication between the detection
tool and a remote Android device.

Programming Language C and Libraries

The programming language C was chosen for the implementation. Another alternative in
language selection was Python, but it was not selected. The C was chosen over Python
because of its low-level capabilities. It is less challenging to work with bits in the C than
in Python, which is important for packet creation.

The implementation requires using various C libraries. In addition to common libraries,
are necessary libraries for handling sockets and Bluetooth protocol. For the implementation
of sockets is included the header file socket.h included in the GNU C Library. The
specific use of the library is described later in the thesis. Another included header files
are bluetooth.h and l2cap.h. Both of the files included in libbluetooth library, which
make it possible to develop the tool with the usage of BlueZ.

POSIX Sockets

As was specified in Section 4.3, communication between a device and a host machine is
through Bluetooth. To implement communication between individual processes, sockets are
used. Sockets enable communication between processes on the same or different machine.
Since the detection tool is developed for the Linux machine, POSIX sockets are used. These
sockets are available to every Linux machine.

The communication model used in the detection tool is the server/client model. The
detection tool has the role of a client and a remote Android device has the role of a server.
This is because the detection tool is sending requests to an Android device. The process of
communicating through sockets as a client in C has 5 steps:
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1. Create a socket

2. Connect a socket

3. Send a data

4. Receive a data

5. Close a socket

All steps are necessary in this order, except for sending data or receiving data. Data can
be sent or received only when a socket is connected, otherwise, an error is raised. Firstly, the
socket is created with socket() function with arguments specifying communication domain,
type of the socket and protocol. Due to Bluetooth communication, communication domain
and protocol define, that socket is for Bluetooth communication. The communication
domain is AF_BLUETOOTH and the protocol is set to BTPROTO_L2CAP representing L2CAP
connection.

Secondly, the socket has to be connected to a server with connect() function. The
Bluetooth address of a server has to be filled in sockaddr_l2, where is specified MAC
address, communication domain and port used at a remote server.

After a successful connection, the socket is ready to transfer data. The code uses
function send() and receive() for this purpose. The format and method of creating the
data to be sent are described in Section 5.2.

Lastly, after the socket is not anymore used, it is closed with close() function, which
deallocates the socket.

5.2 Building the Packet Causing Overflow
The specific packet causing the buffer overflow is mention in Chapter 3, its header format
shown in Figure 3.1 and assigned values in Figure 3.2. This section describes how is packet
assembled and afterward sent to an Android device.

Individual fields in the packet header have a size of 1 byte. With this in mind, the
variable type char, with the same size, is selected for assigning values into packet fields. The
BNEP Type field value is 0x81 because it contains a value for BNEP_FRAME_CONTROL,
0x01, and the most significant bit is set to 1, representing the Extension Flag. The payload
data is set to 0x41. The payload value is useless for detection tool purposes. The detection
tool has to trigger the buffer overflow, not to write specific data to Android device memory.

It is essential to add that this packet has to be sent in a loop, causing multiple buffers
overflows until the process crash. The number of iterations is set to 1000, after testing can
be changed. The loop iterations have a delay of 100 ms, to ensure, that no packet is lost in
enormous sending speed.

5.3 Detection of the Vulnerability
The implementation of detecting the buffer overflow is based on the proposal mention in
Section 4.3. The tool has to notice an interruption of the connection to a remote device. The
implemented sockets are able to recognize errors in the connection. From socket functions
used in the implementation, this ability has function connect() and send(). Function
connect() is called only once, to establish the connection, so it cannot recognize the error
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caused by the buffer overflow. Due to this, the return value of send() call is checked. The
successful call returns a number of bytes sent. Otherwise, the value -1 is returned, with a
specific error set in errno. The specific error depends on the implementation in a remote
device. With this in mind, the detection tool can consider a remote Android device as
vulnerable, when send() call returns -1.

However, this method is not working as expected. The testing details and negative
results are described in Section 6.3. Therefore, the second method is implemented and
explained in the next paragraph.

The final method of detecting vulnerability on an Android device is not checking in-
terruptions of the connection, but receiving packets. Through experimenting was found
out, that a remote device stops sending replies because the memory for buffers ran out.
With this in mind, receiving packets from a remote device is implemented. The method
call socket function read() after each send packet. The tool is sending packets until the
maximum number of iterations is met or an Android device stops sending replies. The time
that the tool waits for a reply is set to 2 seconds, also known as timeout for reading from
socket. When an Android device fails to send a reply within this timeout, it is marked as
vulnerable.
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Chapter 6

Testing Functionality of Detection
Tool

This chapter describes the testing of the detection tool. All testing was done in a controlled
place with devices dedicated for testing. For experiments were obtained 2 Android devices
with Security Update released before September 2017, 1 Android device with Security
Update released after September 2017 and 1 Android device that is marked as not vulnerable
due to lower Android version. These devices have different Android versions also. Each
tested Android version have different implementation of Bluetooth and response messages
in their logs.

6.1 Android Debug Bridge
The Android Debug Bridge (ADB) is a command-line tool used to communicate with an
Android device. This tool was used in testing and improving the implementation of the
detection tool. The ADB includes tools like installing and debugging applications, port
forwarding, transferring files or running a shell on an Android device. The vital tool during
implementation and testing was logcat. This tool dumps a log of system messages or stack
traces when some process throws an error[5]. All log fragments provided in this chapter are
from this tool.

6.2 Structure of the Experiments
The experiments carried to verify implementation had the same structure. The implemented
detection tool was run on the Linux machine, host machine. The host machine was paired
and connected with the Android device. However, the connection to the device is not
necessary for correct working. Besides, the Android device was connected to the host
machine with a USB cable. This is due to essential logs from the device. The ADB was
running on the host machine and making a log dump from the Android device. These logs
displayed the status of the device. Except for statuses as Bluetooth connected or received
packets, the vital information was about errors from processes. These errors could represent
the condition that was required to mark the device as vulnerable or the opposite.
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6.3 Validation of the First Implementation
The first implementation of the detection tool with checking interruptions of the connec-
tion was tested with HTC Desire 610 with Android version 4.4.4 and Security Patch from
December 2015. This device should be vulnerable to the Android RCE vulnerability from
Blueborne.

The experiments showed that the first implementation is causing the buffer overflow on
the Android device. On the other hand, it is unable to recognize if the device is vulnerable
or not vulnerable. Due to not functioning detection, the tool was sending packets until the
maximum number of iterations was met. The Android device was receiving these packets
and responding with a reply. A specific reply is not essential within the detection method.
However, the Android device got the buffer overflow with each received packet. Thus, after
not more than 400 packets, the device runs into a problem. Although this problem was
different from the expected behaviour and the Bluetooth process was still running. The
connection between the host machine and the Android device was not interrupted. The
Android device reports error that there is no memory for buffers.

E/bt−bnep ( 1585): BNEP − Bad UID len 0 in ConnReq
E/bt−bnep ( 1585): BNEP − Bad UID len 0 in ConnReq
E/bt−bnep ( 1585): BNEP − Bad UID len 0 in ConnReq
...
E/GKI_LINUX( 1585): ##### ERROR : GKI_exception: GKI_exception 65524 getbuf: out of

buffers#####
E/GKI_LINUX( 1585): ##### ERROR : GKI_exception:
E/GKI_LINUX( 1585): ********************************************************************
E/GKI_LINUX( 1585): #####
E/GKI_LINUX( 1585): ##### ERROR : GKI_exception: * GKI_exception(): 65524 getbuf: out of

buffers
E/GKI_LINUX( 1585): #####
E/GKI_LINUX( 1585): ##### ERROR : GKI_exception:

********************************************************************
E/GKI_LINUX( 1585): #####
E/bt−bnep ( 1585): BNEP − Bad UID len 0 in ConnReq
E/GKI_LINUX( 1585): ##### ERROR : GKI_exception: GKI_exception(): Task State Table

Listing 6.1: Log fragment from the Android device when the buffer overflows depleted
memory for buffers

The Listing 6.1 shows the behaviour of the Android device after receiving numerous
packets causing the buffer overflow. At the top of the listing, the first 3 lines represent
error from the BNEP layer, that length of the UID is wrong. Positive things on this error
are that the BNEP layer received packets and is not affecting the buffer overflow. On the
other side, after about 400 of received packets, the Android device reports the error from
the GKI_LINUX, with description out of buffers. The GKI_LINUX is a module for memory
management. This exception reports that there is no free memory for a new buffer.

After observing this behaviour, a significant finding was made. When the Android
device runs out of memory for buffers, the BNEP layer is not able to reply to the host
machine. Therefore, when the Android device stops responding, the memory for buffers
runs out and the buffer overflow occurred. The new detection method was implemented
and then validated.
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6.4 Validation of the Final Implementation
After the first experiment showed not working detection method, the next experiments were
done with a new, final, detection method. As is mention before, this method is receiving
replies from an Android device. The finding from the first experiments brings a new error
message, that can be accepted as the successful buffer overflow. Above all, the crash of the
Bluetooth process or no free memory for buffers are error messages, that indicate successful
buffer overflow.

This section shows results from experiments done with the final implementation and
various Android devices.

Testing connection between host machine and Android Device

The fundamental of the detection tool is communication with an Android device. To test
Bluetooth communication between a host machine and an Android device, the simple tests
were done. Besides, testing an unpaired device was done. This experiment was done with
HTC Desire 610. This device has Android version 4.4.4 and Bluetooth version 4.

When the device is not paired with the host machine, the detection tool exit before
sending packets. This is due to the connect() function that cannot bond with the device.
Despite this, the Android device shows a pairing request from the host machine. Confirming
this request leads to failed pairing, the reason was not explained even in the device’s log.
Nonetheless, this behaviour is partly correct because the detection tool can work with a
paired device only, which was proposed in the design of the detection tool. This experiment
has the same result with different Android devices.

Running the detection tool with paired, but not connected Android device is working.
If the Android device is in the reach of the host machine Bluetooth, it is connected and
the detection tool starts to send packets. The similar behaviour is with the Android device
connected to the host machine. The connection process is done before running the detection
tool and the detection tool starts sending packets right after the building of the packet.

Unpatched Device with Android version 4.4.4

This experiment used HTC Desire 610 with Android version 4.4.4 and Security Patch from
December 2015, meaning the device is vulnerable to RCE vulnerability. The detection tool
was called with the device’s MAC address as a command-line parameter.

The log from the device is the same as in Listing 6.1. However, the new detection method
recognized out of buffers state and informed that the device is probably vulnerable. The
whole process took 7 seconds on average. This time can be reduced, but the device can be
flooded with packets and misbehave. The average number of sent packets before the tool
stopped and identified the device as vulnerable was 540.

Device with Android version 4.1.1

The second experiment was held with HTC Desire X with Android version 4.1.1. This An-
droid version is not marked as vulnerable because of the old Android version, not because of
the applied patch. The experiment was held with the same procedure as other experiments.
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E/ ( 900): BNEP − Bad UID len 0 in ConnReq
E/ ( 900): BNEP − Bad UID len 0 in ConnReq
E/ ( 900): BNEP − Bad UID len 0 in ConnReq
E/ ( 900): HCIS: Unable to allocate buffer for incoming HCI message.
E/ ( 900): HCIS: Unable to allocate buffer for incoming HCI message.
E/ ( 900): HCIS: Unable to allocate buffer for incoming HCI message.
E/ ( 900): l2cu_build_header − no buffer
W/ ( 900): L2CAP − no buffer for disc_rsp

Listing 6.2: Log fragment from the Android device with Android version 4.1.1 when the
buffer overflows depleted memory for buffers

Running the detection tool on this device produced log, from which is taken excerpt
shown in Listing 6.2. The first 3 lines are the same as in previous logs. This error was
invoked when the packet was received. Following errors are different from the last exper-
iment. This time there was no GKI error. It is not sure if those version does not have
the GKI module, because the source code of this version is not available online anymore.
However, this time error comes from the HCIS module with a similar description. Again
the device is unable to allocate a buffer due to no free memory.

Why is not this Android version vulnerable to this vulnerability? With the different
implementation in this Android version, the device can behave differently and the RCE
cannot be fully exploited. This detection tool performs only the buffer overflow, which is
the first step of the whole RCE vulnerability. With this in mind, this device is marked
as vulnerable, because the detection tool with high certainty caused buffer overflow and
the device stopped responding. The detection tool’s average run time was 8 seconds and
marked the device as vulnerable after 750 packets.

Patched Device with Android Version 5.0.1

The last experiment was with Huawei P10 with Android version 5.0.1 and Security Patch
form December 2017. This device has applied the patch, making this device resistant
to Blueborne vulnerabilities. Again, the process of testing was the same as described in
experiments before.

1410 2037 E bt_bnep : BNEP − Bad UID len 0 in ConnReq
1410 2037 E bt_bnep : BNEP − Bad UID len 0 in ConnReq
1410 2037 E bt_bnep : BNEP − Bad UID len 0 in ConnReq

Listing 6.3: The log excerpt from patched device

The messages in Listing 6.3 represent only the error messages invoked by the received
packet. The part before and after is omitted, because there was no information about
Bluetooth state or similar. The device reports only the wrong UID length for each received
packet and never runs out of the memory for buffers. The detection tool identified this
device as resistant to RCE vulnerability.

6.5 Results of Experiments
In summarization, the experiments described above helped with the validation of the de-
tection method. The first implemented method was not working because the Bluetooth
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process at the device did not crash, as was stated in Blueborne white paper for Android
RCE [11]. The second method was validated and accepted as the final method.

Firstly, the experiments with 2 different unpatched Android devices showed that the
device has no free memory for buffers after a series of packets. Therefore assumption, that
the buffer overflow occurs after each received packet can be accepted.

Secondly, the experiment with the patched device showed uncertainty. The detection
tool marked the device as vulnerable. However, the log from the device showed that the
device had no free memory for buffers. So the buffer overflow could occur. Despite this,
the method executes only a small part of the RCE vulnerability. Therefore, the rest of the
vulnerability perhaps is not working on this Android version.

Finally, the patched device was tested. This experiment showed what was expected.
The device could receive thousands of packets without any flaw. The detection tool marked
this device as resistant to the vulnerability, what is correct.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The goal of the thesis was to create an automated detection method for a selected vul-
nerability from Blueborne. The selected vulnerability from Blueborne is the remote code
execution vulnerability found in the Android implementation of Bluetooth, CVE-2017-0781.
This vulnerability is related to every Android device with Android version 4.4.4 up to 8.
The security patch was released in September 2017, making all devices with this patch
resistant to this vulnerability.

The goal of the thesis was accomplished. The automated detection method was proposed
and implemented. Firstly, the implementation was not working correctly, as experiments
showed. Therefore, the second method was implemented and validated with numerous
experiments. The method was tested on multiple devices with different Android versions.
The detection method is executing only the first step of the whole attack. This step is
causing the buffer overflow on the device and monitoring behaviour of the device.

This detection tool can be used to test any Android device against the vulnerability,
which can be helpful to everybody who wants to be sure about the security of his old
Android device. It is freely available to everyone on Github1. Through the analysis of
current solutions, there was not found any fully functional tool. The exploit code by Armis
is not suitable because of its lack of versatility and another detection tool was unable to
recognize the vulnerable device, even though it caused the buffer overflow.

Future work includes adding a stronger guaranty to the tool. This can be achieved by
testing the tool against the device, on which was executed attack. The uniformity in a
successful attack and detection tool would provide an exact answer. The next step can be
adding another vulnerability that was found in Android devices.

1https://github.com/mjancek/BlueborneDetection
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